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h e r e i s n o do ubt that we are in the midst of the biggest paradigm

shift for American and worldwide business since the Industrial Revolution. We are in the golden age of the consumer. Never in the history
of mankind has the consumer received so much of what they want,

so quickly and in such a customized way. Not only is every experience being uniquely
created to each person’s individual needs, but it is being done at a fraction of the price
and with measurably higher convenience. In the meantime whole industry categories
are being simply eviscerated, decades of history and improvement and market share
gone in the flash of an instant. Consumers are proving to have the loyalty and memory
of gnats because the new entrants in the market are not just improving upon what we
have known, but completely changing the client experience and remaking the business
models of entire industries seemingly overnight. Nowhere will the shift be more important than the financial services industry.
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Twenty years ago, when we organized a family

“There is no doubt that we are in the midst

trip, almost all of us worked with a travel agent.
We would call them, get ideas, look at brochures

of the biggest paradigm shift for American

of potential hotels and trust the agent’s recom-

and worldwide business since the Indus-

mendation. In almost every strip mall there would

trial Revolution. We are in the golden age
of the consumer.”

be a travel store plastered with pictures of windswept beaches or far flung exotic locations. Today
many of those travel stores have closed. Most of
us now go online to plan vacations aided by virtual
hotel tours, GPS imagery of impending weather
challenges and even the ability to consider what

we might order from the hotel’s room service menu. Is there any doubt that people are
having more personalized travel experiences? The days of relying on a travel agent to
create an experience that “fits us” are long gone.
Ten years ago music mega stores proliferated cities. Those stores were packed with
thousands of CDs that we would sample at “listening stations” using unsanitized headphones to listen to selected tracks of the most popular albums. We would hope the CD
we wanted would still be in stock, even though we only really liked a couple of songs on
the album. Today, we sample music in the comfort of our homes, select only the tracks
we desire and download them effortlessly for instant enjoyment. Has the music fan ever
had it better?
Five years ago every town had the mom and pop video store replaced by big splashy
movie rental firms. They’d have thousands of movies and dozens of copies of the biggest
hits. We’d agonize over what to watch, ask for ideas and hope for the best. We’d get into
fights about late fees and feel frustrated about the movie that always seemed to be out
of stock. Today we can watch what we want when we want, check out the preview and
never have to worry about those pesky late fees. Everything is available at any time, anywhere, for as long as you want it. We have never had entertainment so readily accessible.
Expedia killed the travel agent, Apple demolished the music store, Netflix closed
the video store. We have been told that the internet is causing a change in business
worldwide, but the internet is simply the tool that allows the shift to occur, it is not by
itself the cause of the change. The internet today is much like the machinery, mass
production and interchangeable parts that allowed for the Industrial Revolution to occur
a century ago, but the driving force then was mankind’s desire for scalable production.
Today the consumer revolution is as large and impactful to all businesses as the Industrial
Revolution 200 years ago that shifted the way we produced and manufactured forever.
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S u rv i va l i n a tim e of R e voluti on

The Industrial Revolution was a period from the 18th to the 19th century where major
changes in agriculture, manufacturing, mining, transport and technology had a profound effect
on the socioeconomic and cultural conditions starting in the United Kingdom, then subsequently spreading throughout Europe, North America and eventually the world.
The Industrial Revolution marks a major turning point in human history; almost every aspect
of daily life was eventually influenced in some way. …”For the first time in history, the living
standards of the masses of ordinary people have begun to undergo sustained growth. ... Nothing remotely like this economic behavior has happened before.” The effects spread throughout
Western Europe and North America during the 19th century, eventually affecting most of the
world, a process that continues as industrialization. The impact of this change on society was
enormous. | Source: Wikipedia 11.2011
The simple truth is that almost every business in the world was affected by mechanization. The old ways of using animals to farm and intensive manual labor to manufacture
gave way to a new way of thinking. Every business needed to adapt to the fact that
producing anything required a completely different approach if you were to remain
competitive. Many industries were wiped out as a consequence and could do nothing to
survive (the buggy whip makers) and many new ones were born (car dealerships). The
Industrial Revolution was production led, and the consumer benefited immensely from
new products, better pricing and far more reliable products.
Unlike the Industrial Revolution, the consumer service and distribution industries are being affected even more than the manufacturing industry. In this revolution, the consumer
is at the forefront and technology and worldwide production are being used to make it all
happen. Then, as now, one survival rule reigns above all else: adapt or die.
T h e R is e o f t h e Category Kille rs

This generation’s category killers are being created with alarming speed. Can there be
any doubt that there is a tsunami rolling over every industry, wiping out long established
businesses and creating massive shifts in how we consume and how we live? With this
new era has come the birth of the category killer.
Category killer is a term used in marketing and strategic management to describe
a product, service, brand or company that has such a distinct sustainable competitive advantage that competing firms find it almost impossible to operate profitably
in that industry. The existence of a category killer eliminates almost all market entities,
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whether real or virtual. Many existing firms leave the industry, thereby increasing the industry’s concentration ratio. | Source:

Category Killer: The Retail Revolution and Impact on Consumer Culture by

Robert Spector 11.2004

What are the common traits aligning all of these category killers like Amazon, Apple or
eBay? While they are supposedly all in different industries, all these firms at their core
understand that they are in the consumer services business, and they are all using the
same three core principles to destroy their competition:
n

The Long Tail A term coined to describe the ability to supply very unique and spe-

cific units profitably. For example, at Itunes every single song is in supply and available.
At Zappos, the largest online shoe retailer, thousands of shoes are available in every size.
They are almost never out of stock and can deliver each unique product profitably. How
in the world can a traditional storefront compete?
n

The Democratization of Knowledge Consumers today know more, research more and

have more information readily available to them than they have ever had. But, most
importantly, they share their experiences like never before. Information sharing will
continue to grow exponentially over the next decade. At Yelp, reviews are written by
clients of local firms and available online, anytime. Every bad experience is magnified
and has the potential to become massively expensive. You cannot survive by relying on
people’s ignorance or lack of knowledge, and just as important, every bad (or exceptional) client experience can have serious implication on your reputation. The category
killer understands the power of viral networks and the rapid flow of information and
knows that by creating a major shift in the client experience they can change the
landscape of the industry at breathtaking speed.
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n

The Pricing Cliff The category killer doesn’t just create incremental drops in price, it

creates abrupt and extreme discounting. Online travel agents charge almost nothing.
Skype lets you video call for free. Music can be purchased by song instead of by album.
Consumer pricing didn’t just drop, so much as collapse for the traditional competitors.
By using these three legs of the stool, the new titans are changing the landscape and in
their wake leaving whole industries and businesses behind, and we are all willing participants in this creative destruction occurring every day.
T h e S e a C h a ng e i n the F inancia l Se rvic e s I ndustry

Here in the US, which is predominantly a service led economy, we are having a renaissance that will change the way most of us work and the way all of us live. We will all be
affected by these shifts; business leaders can either bury their heads in the sand and
hope for the best, like the travel agents who hoped you’d keep calling, or realize that
change is certain and we might need to reinvent how we work and what we do to support
our clients.
The financial services industry in particular has always benefited from a fairly consistent
landscape; while we have had steady improvements in products and service standards,
the changes have been evolutionary rather than revolutionary in nature. The industry
is accustomed to change on its own terms. The retail financial services industry went
from buying and selling individual securities for individuals to shifting to mutual funds
and managed money and the shift took decades. The industry went from being a transaction led industry to gradually becoming a fee-based business over the course of decades.
Because the typical retail client knows and understands so little about investing, we have
been allowed to selectively and gradually introduce new investment ideas and products
at a pace that let us to stay profitable and in business. That is now changing; the
shifts in the financial services, as in every service business, will be more abrupt,
disruptive and transformational. The landscape for the financial services industry will
be forever shifted in the next decade.
A C u rre nt E xamp l e in th e F inancia l Se rvic e s I ndustry

Think about the impact of the exchange traded fund (ETF). Today, even the least sophisticated investor has heard of ETFs. The first ETFs were launched in the U.S. in 1993, the
QQQ saw its debut in 1999, and Barclays introduced iShares in early 2000. By September
of 2010 there were already 916 ETFs with almost a trillion dollars in assets. But the real
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explosion in popularity only happened in the past 10 years, in the midst of a secular bear
market. In 2008, the SEC approved the first actively managed ETFs. We are only in the
third inning of the ETF game. This simple investment idea has proven to be a catalyst to a
rapidly changing landscape.
Mutual funds have fees ranging from 1 percent to
3 percent and can be purchased once a day. Many

“In the financial services industry, ETFs

have trading restrictions. Meanwhile, ETF costs

will rapidly replace craftsmen that have

typically range from 0.1 to 0.5 percent and are

spent their lives building unique portfolios.”

traded with the liquidity of a common stock. The
client wins, but there are some serious economic
ramifications to the industry. The ETF is wiping out
billions of dollars of reliable revenue streams for

custodians and wirehouses and brokers. Where in the past large custodians could count
on a steady stream of income from Administrative Service Fees (ASFs) as high as 45bps
from many mutual funds, they now offer free trading on ETFs with razor thin pricing to
support the structure and distribution. All of those revenue streams are gone forever, and
the base of mutual fund assets will either shift or pricing will be compressed in order to
compete. The custodians will need to grow or shift their business model to survive. Their
pricing to their clients will also need to change. The ramifications will be vast, extreme
and affect everyone in the industry.
But the ETF is simply one example of how our industry is not immune to the consumer revolution. So how do you compete and thrive in a time of enormous shifts, and more importantly, how should you adapt your service business to the realities of the new consumer?
De ath o f t h e C raftsma n

For most of Abraham Lincoln’s life, he could travel no faster than Julius Caesar: the speed
of horse or about 20 miles a day. By the later part of his life he was travelling at 20 miles
an hour. For 2000 the world stayed at the same relative size, and in the span of a few
decades the world became effectively one-twentieth the size. Centuries of evolution gave
way to decades of revolution that extended throughout the business world.
The real power in the Industrial Revolution came with the creation of machinery and
interchangeable parts. Seemingly overnight tools and goods were being mass-produced
and people as well as machinery became interchangeable in the manufacturing world.
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All of the craftsmen who had spent generations learning to make custom products
became obsolete.
In the financial services industry, ETFs will rapidly replace craftsmen that have spent their
lives building unique portfolios. It used to be next to impossible to invest in emerging
markets outside a mutual or hedge fund, but now if you want an investment in emerging
market infrastructure or Brazilian agriculture companies there is an ETF readily available.
Access is no longer a privilege, and many investments can be replaced with another far
more flexible solution at a fraction of the price. Many of today’s financial craftsmen will
need to change the way they work and the services they offer.
T h e R is e o f t h e Soph isticat e d Consume r

We know the new consumer shares some common expectations with their vendors,
whether buying shoes, planning a trip, getting medical help or receiving investment ideas
from their adviser:
They want a unique, self-designed experience
Just as people no longer need to place trust in travel agents to secure a vacation that is
perfect for them, the current role of financial advisers is at risk. Our industry grew up in
an era of trust, a time when most investors delegated big decisions to people they had
confidence in. The people with money over the past 30 years (the Great Generation) were
accustomed to trusting advice relationships with their accountants, lawyers, doctors and
financial professionals. However the ensuing generations, led by the Baby Boomers, are
far more guarded and much more activist in their approach and expectations.
Given the level of control they now apply to every aspect of their consumer experience,
from web browsers (a customized home page) to TV viewing (DVRs allow you to never
have to watch a commercial), consumers expect to take an active part in designing
their financial lives too. The medical profession has had to adapt to the fact that many
patients are self-diagnosing and expect to be a part of the decision making process
when seeking treatment.
The old days of telling clients what to do and expecting them to accept our recommendations without explanation are rapidly disappearing in the financial world too.
They want value for every dollar they spend
Our industry has thrived by having fees disguised in various complex forms, from fees
being taken out from the NAV so that the client never sees what they are paying in their
mutual funds, to having extensive holding periods, locking in their assets (and their fee
payment) for long periods of time, like in variable annuities. But change is in the air. New
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retirement plan regulation requires a full disclosure of plan costs to all participants, and
now costs of every fund and investment vehicle are readily available for all, along with
extensive research and insights on any public investment vehicle for any investor caring
to look. Transparency is the new world order. Today the consumer knows more, expects
more and plans to pay less.
They want judgment, simplicity and objectivity from their advisers
At the end of the day, the consumer cares about achieving the best possible outcome,
and they expect their adviser to understand that they are responsible for helping the
consumer achieve that. Whether it’s the doctor, the lawyer or the financial professional,
the new sophisticated consumer wants every adviser to be free from conflict and to have
transparent, simple answers to questions. They would not accept doctors making money
from prescriptions, lawyers making money from referrals or any other conflict. They want
their financial adviser to guide and advise objectively, they want their advisers to help
them accomplish their best possible outcomes. They expect their financial professional to
be responsible for his recommendations.
T h e N e xt Wav e o f F inancia l Se rvic e F irms

If we look at the three core aspects of the category killer and combine them with the shifting expectations of the sophisticated consumer we can determine the traits of firms that
will thrive in the new era. The new client-centric firm will share some very explicit values:
A Customized, Original, Scalable and Networked client experience
The next wave of firms will not simply replicate what has been done in the past but will
completely shift how the client receives financial advice and investments. They will have
created a client experience that is:
n

“The next wave of firms will not simply replicate what

1. Customized The evolving

financial services client wants to
be a part of designing their experi-

has been done in the past but will completely shift how

ence and making it their own. The

the client receives financial advice and investments.”

delegator/DIY model that has
been dominant in our industry will
blur and most clients will become
hybrids. In the future it would be
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better to think of clients as wanting to be pilots, co-pilots or passengers. The former delegators will not be satisfied simply being passengers on the plane, they will want to be
co-pilots of the plane. The new era firm will expose more, explain more and bring knowledge and judgment to the client experience. They will educate and encourage participation
to design a truly interactive and personal solution for their clients. The new financial adviser
will view their role as arbiters of truth and honest guides. They will co-opt their clients
and help them to make good decisions. They will think of their responsibility as identifying
impending turbulence and helping their clients navigate through adverse conditions.
n

2. Original The industry has thrived in building up the complexity of products and ser-

vices, but the new wave of firm will grow by creating a client experience that is far more
understandable, meaningful, measurable and tangible. The focus will be on simplification
and innovation. Expect a new kind of dialogue and better ways to help individuals understand what is happening to them and how to make better financial decisions when
giving advice.
Expect the next wave of investment firms to create and provide pioneering investment solutions to help their clients to thrive in different market environments,
focused exclusively on attaining the best possible outcomes for clients.
n

3. Scalable The new era firm will use technology and systems to scale their practice

management operations to revolve entirely around elevating and servicing their clients.
They will understand the true revenue and cost by each client and appropriately tier servicing and pricing to ensure their profitability and survivability. They will use their size
to drive down costs in every area and manage their staff in a model that allows for
each individual to focus on their core competency and on very explicit specialized
roles. They will deliver unique client experiences profitably.
n

4. Network Connected The world is getting smaller, and in order to grow, the next

generation of firms will create a strong client community, linked together by utilizing
technology and customized client events to unify their client set. They will form unions
with appropriate affinity groups and have a sustainable sales strategy and customized
outreach programs. They will also grow wholesale by having a clear recruiting strategy for
culturally aligned professionals.

ne x t wav e c l ient e x p e r ien c e

c ustom ized

o riginal

SCALABLE

NET WORK CONNECTE D
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Over the next several months we will be discussing the three key traits of the financial
services firm of the new era. In the next four updates we will be providing an in depth
analysis of how each of these keys to success should be applied in the next generation
firm, this will include:
A landscape review of what is currently being done by the industry
An understanding of industry pricing
A best practices example
A field tested case study
Specific application how-to guides
We hope you have found this initial paper helpful and welcome any and all feedback at
jason.delcol@unitedcp.com. If you would like to contribute any ideas or share thoughts
we look forward to hearing from you.
This is an amazingly exciting time for our industry and our goal is to provide a blueprint
for our industry to survive and thrive in a time of continuous paradigm shifts.
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A b o u t U nite d Capital

United Capital Financial Partners, Inc. (United Capital) is one of the nation’s fastest
growing Registered Investment Advisors (RIAs). United Capital offers clients objective
advice and an open architecture investment platform that enables a wide array of investment management solutions tailored specifically to their needs.
United Capital is a well-capitalized, fast growing national partnership of exceptional
financial advisers. We provide centralized back office operations, customized
professional advice and objective, expertly applied investment management in a highly
client-centered service model. The firms that join us are in the top 1 percent of their field.
Their principals choose to join United Capital and continue to run their practices as a
means to: centralize operations, access exceptional investment solutions, grow their business and share in wealth creation. Our unique business model typically means our partners grow their assets and revenues immediately, and as fellow shareholders of the parent
company, all of our firms enjoy the benefit of large company valuations as we grow.
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Joseph A. Michelli, PhD, is an internationally sought-after speaker, author and
organizational consultant who transfers his knowledge of exceptional business practices
in ways that develop joyful and productive workplaces with a focus on the total customer
experience. His insights encourage leaders and frontline workers to grow and invest passionately in all aspects of their life.
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Dr. Michelli’s book, The Starbucks Experience: 5 Principles for Turning Ordinary into
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